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OutlineOutline
•• a a historical perspective:historical perspective: then  then vsvs. now. now

•• then then   problems with problems with limited datalimited data
•• now  now   problems with  problems with too much data???too much data???

•• a brief look at a brief look at noisenoise
•• effects of effects of large problem sizeslarge problem sizes

•• number of taxanumber of taxa
•• number of charactersnumber of characters

•• conclusionsconclusions



Some (not-so-distant) historySome (not-so-distant) history

•• early molecular phylogenetic studies faced problemsearly molecular phylogenetic studies faced problems
of of limited datalimited data
•• taxa taxa   four-taxon problem and long-branch attractionfour-taxon problem and long-branch attraction
•• characters characters   single-gene phylogenies (at best!)single-gene phylogenies (at best!)



The four-taxon problemThe four-taxon problem

•• four-taxon trees can be veryfour-taxon trees can be very
difficult to reconstructdifficult to reconstruct
accurately (accurately (Hillis Hillis et alet al., 1994)., 1994)
•• requires requires 1000s1000s of nucleotides of nucleotides
•• even even infiniteinfinite amounts of data amounts of data

may not work in somemay not work in some
instancesinstances
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•• from Huelsenbeck and Hillis (1993)from Huelsenbeck and Hillis (1993)

•• I:I: most methods most methods
perform wellperform well

•• II:II: methods require methods require
lots of data or higherlots of data or higher
weighting of moreweighting of more
slowly evolvingslowly evolving
characterscharacters

•• IIIIII––V:V: most methods most methods
perform increasinglyperform increasingly
poorly or arepoorly or are
positively misleadingpositively misleading



•• from Swofford from Swofford et alet al. (2001). (2001)



•• from Hillis from Hillis et alet al. (1994). (1994)



Angiosperm phylogeny — 18S rDNAAngiosperm phylogeny — 18S rDNA

•• 228 species228 species
•• completecomplete

sequencessequences
(1855 (1855 bpbp))

•• fromfrom Hillis  Hillis (1996) (data from(1996) (data from Soltis  Soltis et alet al., 1997)., 1997)



Parametric bootstrappingParametric bootstrapping
•• simulatesimulate data according to a data according to a

specified model of evolutionspecified model of evolution
down a model treedown a model tree
e.g., in e.g., in Hillis Hillis (1996), the model tree(1996), the model tree

was the inferred phylogeny ofwas the inferred phylogeny of
Soltis Soltis et alet al. (1997). (1997)

•• analyzeanalyze data to obtain an data to obtain an
estimated treeestimated tree

•• comparecompare model and estimated model and estimated
treestrees



How accurate are “large” phylogenies?How accurate are “large” phylogenies?

•• stunning answer:stunning answer:
•• about 1.2 about 1.2  10 10502502

possible solutions forpossible solutions for
228 species228 species

•• > 95% accuracy with> 95% accuracy with
only 5000 nucleotidesonly 5000 nucleotides
but but withoutwithout branch branch
swapping (MP or NJ)swapping (MP or NJ)

•• from from Hillis Hillis (1996)(1996)



Phylogenomics: promise and perilsPhylogenomics: promise and perils

•• data are increasingly data are increasingly notnot
the limiting factorthe limiting factor
•• large numbers of taxalarge numbers of taxa
•• huge number of charactershuge number of characters

•• but but too much datatoo much data could could
also be a problem also be a problem ……
•• lot of attention paid to taxa,lot of attention paid to taxa,

much less to charactersmuch less to characters
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•• ““data availability matrixdata availability matrix”” for for
green plants (from Sandersongreen plants (from Sanderson
and and DriskellDriskell, 2003), 2003)



ExpectationsExpectations
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Phylogenetic noisePhylogenetic noise

•• no clear definitionno clear definition
•• ≈≈ anything that is not anything that is not

““phylogenetic signalphylogenetic signal””
•• commonly viewed ascommonly viewed as

fast-evolving, fast-evolving, highlyhighly
saturatedsaturated sites sites



Dealing with noiseDealing with noise

work with itwork with it
•• gene- or codon-partitioned modelsgene- or codon-partitioned models
•• gamma distributiongamma distribution
•• recoding (RY, AA, redundancy)recoding (RY, AA, redundancy)

ignore it (default)ignore it (default)

remove itremove it





Noise can be signal!Noise can be signal!

•• globallyglobally
•• majority of signal in majority of signal in rbcrbcL L phylogeny of 2538phylogeny of 2538

angiosperm species was coming from 3rdangiosperm species was coming from 3rd
codon positions (codon positions (KKäällersjllersjöö  et alet al. 1999). 1999)

•• locallylocally
•• any negative effects of any negative effects of ““noisenoise”” only manifest only manifest

themselves going themselves going towards the root of the tree towards the root of the tree ……



slow genes / sitesslow genes / sites fast genes / sitesfast genes / sites



fast genes / sitesfast genes / sites
slow genes / sitesslow genes / sites

misleading (?)misleading (?)
informativeinformative

informativeinformative
uninformativeuninformative



Too many characters?Too many characters?
•• phylogenomic phylogenomic data sets include many genes, oftendata sets include many genes, often

with very different rateswith very different rates
•• rate heterogeneity rate heterogeneity neededneeded for full for full

resolution across treeresolution across tree
•• but fast genes should generate but fast genes should generate noise atnoise at

deeper levelsdeeper levels
•• problem: problem: how to gain resolution fromhow to gain resolution from

fast genes but control for noise?fast genes but control for noise?
•• or is this even a problem???or is this even a problem???



Increasing numbers of taxaIncreasing numbers of taxa



•• simulate sequencesimulate sequence
data (data (seqseq--gengen))
•• K2P + K2P + ΓΓ; ; titi::tvtv

= 2.0, = 2.0, ΓΓ = 0.5 = 0.5
•• µµ = 0.1 = 0.1
•• 2000 2000 bpbp

•• model tree (r8s)model tree (r8s)
•• 4096 taxa4096 taxa
•• branch lengthsbranch lengths

according to aaccording to a
Yule processYule process

•• subsamplesubsample
datadata
•• {4, 8, 16,{4, 8, 16,

……, 1024,, 1024,
2048}2048}

•• phylogeneticphylogenetic
analysisanalysis
•• NJ, weightedNJ, weighted

MP, ML, andMP, ML, and
ML-DCM3ML-DCM3

•• compare to prunedcompare to pruned
model tree (RF-distance)model tree (RF-distance)



•• from Bininda-Emondsfrom Bininda-Emonds
and and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)
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•• from Bininda-Emondsfrom Bininda-Emonds
and and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)
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•• from Bininda-Emondsfrom Bininda-Emonds
and and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)
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•• from Bininda-Emondsfrom Bininda-Emonds
and and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)
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Conclusions – large taxon problemsConclusions – large taxon problems
•• seemingly seemingly no drop-off in accuracyno drop-off in accuracy up to up to

““moderatemoderate”” problem sizes problem sizes
•• important to have important to have complete samplingcomplete sampling
•• unanswered question: how complete is completeunanswered question: how complete is complete

enough?enough?
•• inherent inherent trade-offtrade-off between time and accuracy between time and accuracy

•• complete (= compact?) samplingcomplete (= compact?) sampling
•• parallelizationparallelization
•• new, faster heuristics (including divide-and-new, faster heuristics (including divide-and-

conquer approaches)conquer approaches)



Does divide-and-conquer work?Does divide-and-conquer work?

•• it should / could:it should / could:
•• tremendous speed gaintremendous speed gain to analyzing many, to analyzing many,

smaller problems:smaller problems:

•• accuracy ~flataccuracy ~flat with respect to problem size with respect to problem size
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•• from Bininda-Emondsfrom Bininda-Emonds
and and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)

= 4096 taxa

•• e.g., can run ~250e.g., can run ~250  000 MP analyses of 16000 MP analyses of 16
clade-sampled taxa clade-sampled taxa ((≈≈ 4 4  000000  000 taxa in000 taxa in
total)total) in the time taken to analyze 4096 taxa in the time taken to analyze 4096 taxa
simultaneouslysimultaneously



Does divide-and-conquer work?Does divide-and-conquer work?

•• it should / could:it should / could:
•• tremendous speed gain to analyzing many,tremendous speed gain to analyzing many,

smaller problems:smaller problems:

•• accuracy ~flat with respect to problem sizeaccuracy ~flat with respect to problem size
•• but these but these potential savings arenpotential savings aren’’t realizedt realized in in

full empirically full empirically ……
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195195  3713710.9210.921ML-DCM3ML-DCM3

303303  4504500.9230.923ML (ML (““standard hill climbingstandard hill climbing””))

6969  3923920.9170.917MPMP

1931930.8570.857NJNJ

Time takenTime taken
(seconds)(seconds)

AccuracyAccuracy
(1 (1 ––  ddSS))MethodMethod

Analyses of full 4096-taxon data setAnalyses of full 4096-taxon data set

1.55x1.55x

•• from Bininda-Emonds and from Bininda-Emonds and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)



195195  3713710.9210.921ML-DCM3ML-DCM3

3838  7377370.9120.912ML (ML (““fast hill climbingfast hill climbing””))

303303  4504500.9230.923ML (ML (““standard hill climbingstandard hill climbing””))

6969  3923920.9170.917MPMP

1931930.8570.857NJNJ

Time takenTime taken
(seconds)(seconds)

AccuracyAccuracy
(1 (1 ––  ddSS))MethodMethod

Analyses of full data setAnalyses of full data set

5.04x5.04x

•• from Bininda-Emonds and from Bininda-Emonds and Stamatakis Stamatakis (2006)(2006)



What’s the problem?What’s the problem?
•• bottleneck remains terminal bottleneck remains terminal globalglobal

optimization stepoptimization step
•• any excessive branch swapping will slow itany excessive branch swapping will slow it

downdown
•• but branching swapping crucial for accuracybut branching swapping crucial for accuracy

•• therefore, key is to provide as therefore, key is to provide as accurate of aaccurate of a
starting treestarting tree as possible as possible
•• NB: accuracy NB: accuracy ≠≠ resolution resolution
•• could serve as a constraint tree (at least ofcould serve as a constraint tree (at least of

well supported nodes)well supported nodes)



Increasing amount of charactersIncreasing amount of characters



∑∑

1000-fold range in 1000-fold range in µµ

•• simulate sequence datasimulate sequence data
((seqseq--gengen))
•• GTR GTR with no with no ΓΓ;; parameters parameters

bounded, but set randomlybounded, but set randomly
between partitionsbetween partitions

•• 500 500 bp bp per partitionper partition
•• µµ = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25,

0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10,0}0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10,0}
•• model treemodel tree

(r8s)(r8s)
•• 50 taxa50 taxa
•• branch lengthsbranch lengths

according to aaccording to a
Yule processYule process



∑∑ •• ML analyses (ML analyses (RAxMLRAxML))
•• GTR + GTR + ΓΓ
•• 500 bootstraps500 bootstraps

•• weighted MRPweighted MRP
(PAUP*) or(PAUP*) or
MRL (MRL (RAxMLRAxML))
supertreesupertree

•• compare tocompare to
model treemodel tree
(RF-distance)(RF-distance)



∑∑ •• constrained ML analyses (constrained ML analyses (RAxMLRAxML))
•• GTR + GTR + ΓΓ
•• 500 bootstraps500 bootstraps
•• 90% bootstrap tree used as constraint90% bootstrap tree used as constraint

for subsequent analysisfor subsequent analysis

•• compare tocompare to
model treemodel tree
(RF-distance)(RF-distance)



VariationsVariations

More rate heterogeneityMore rate heterogeneity
•• branch lengths on modelbranch lengths on model

tree altered to simulate:tree altered to simulate:
•• LBALBA   terminal branch terminal branch

lengths of five taxalengths of five taxa
increased by 10xincreased by 10x

•• heterotachyheterotachy    all branchall branch
lengths within one clade oflengths within one clade of
1010++ taxa increased / taxa increased /
decreased by 5xdecreased by 5x

Taxon samplingTaxon sampling
•• taxa deleted from 40%taxa deleted from 40%

of partitions chosen atof partitions chosen at
randomrandom



0.10.1

““normalnormal”” LBALBA

heterotachy heterotachy fastfast

heterotachy heterotachy slowslow

0.10.1

0.10.1

0.10.1



““normalnormal”” model tree; no taxon deletion model tree; no taxon deletion



““normalnormal”” model tree; no taxon deletion model tree; no taxon deletion



Taxon deletionTaxon deletion

Normal model treeNormal model tree
•• MRP > MRP > supermatrix supermatrix >>

partSupermatrix partSupermatrix >>
compartment > MRLcompartment > MRL

•• (all methods very good(all methods very good
((ddSS  ≤≤ 0.088) and better 0.088) and better
than analysis of anythan analysis of any
single partition)single partition)

        Normal model tree withNormal model tree with
taxon deletiontaxon deletion

•• partSupermatrixpartSupermatrix: : +2.8%+2.8%
•• supermatrixsupermatrix: : ––18.1%18.1%
•• MRP: MRP: ––43.7%43.7%
•• MRL: MRL: ––44.5%44.5%
•• compartment: compartment: ––97.5%97.5% (0.151) (0.151)
•• slower partitions: slower partitions: + change+ change
•• faster partitions: faster partitions: –– change change



VariationsVariations
LBALBA

•• always increasedalways increased
analysis timesanalysis times

•• decreased accuracy,decreased accuracy,
especially for non-especially for non-
supermatrix supermatrix methodsmethods

    Heterotachy     Heterotachy slowslow
•• all methods relatively staticall methods relatively static

(accuracy and analysis times)(accuracy and analysis times)

        Heterotachy Heterotachy fastfast
•• always increased analysisalways increased analysis

timestimes
•• decreased accuracy of mostdecreased accuracy of most

methods, but especially somethods, but especially so
with taxon deletionwith taxon deletion



slow genes / sitesslow genes / sites fast genes / sitesfast genes / sites
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““normalnormal”” model tree; model tree;
no taxon deletionno taxon deletion



fast genes / sitesfast genes / sites
slow genes / sitesslow genes / sites

misleading (?)misleading (?)
informativeinformative

informativeinformative
uninformativeuninformative



Compartment analysesCompartment analyses

•• slow slow ≠≠ old old    slow = rareslow = rare
•• shouldnshouldn’’t affect analysest affect analyses

in principlein principle
•• hard constraints too hard?hard constraints too hard?

•• ““constraint treesconstraint trees”” more more
suited as Bayesiansuited as Bayesian
priors???priors???



Conclusions – large character problemsConclusions – large character problems

•• supermatrix supermatrix methodsmethods gave most stable gave most stable
results (results (ddSS  usually < 0.10)usually < 0.10)
•• unpartitioned unpartitioned analyses on a par withanalyses on a par with

partitioned ones partitioned ones ……
•• …… and definitely faster and definitely faster

•• remaining methods could outperformremaining methods could outperform
supermatrix supermatrix ones, but more variableones, but more variable
•• butbut d dSS  always still < 0.17always still < 0.17
•• MRP always better than MRLMRP always better than MRL



Conclusions – large character problemsConclusions – large character problems
•• missing datamissing data

•• decrease accuracydecrease accuracy of all  of all ““globalglobal”” methods, but increase methods, but increase
that of slowest rate partitionsthat of slowest rate partitions

•• improve supertree analysis times,improve supertree analysis times, but decreases that of all but decreases that of all
other global methodsother global methods

•• rate changesrate changes
•• rate slowdowns neutralrate slowdowns neutral WRT accuracy and analysis times WRT accuracy and analysis times
•• rate speedups always increase analysis times and tend torate speedups always increase analysis times and tend to

decrease accuracy in combination with missing data; decrease accuracy in combination with missing data; lbalba
more problematic than fast more problematic than fast heterotachyheterotachy



Take home message: bigger is better!Take home message: bigger is better!
•• is noise often random and is noise often random and not misleading???not misleading???
•• best results when data sets as complete as possible:best results when data sets as complete as possible:

•• all speciesall species within focal clade within focal clade
•• as as few missing datafew missing data as as

possiblepossible
•• yields both yields both increasedincreased

accuracyaccuracy and  and decreaseddecreased
running timesrunning times
•• with no evidence ofwith no evidence of

computational constraintscomputational constraints
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